It is proposed to use the "Ensembles" of particles for modeling the beams in accelerators. Each ensemble describes the longitudinal and transverse dynamics of the nonmonochromatic bunch in the six dimensional phase space, taking into account all coupling effects, coming from the relativistic relation between variation of the velocity projection and energy spread. Ensemble parameters include average values of coordinate and momentum, bunch dimensions, noncorrelated momentum spread and all second order correlation parameters. Self-consistent equations for the Ensemble are derived from the Vlasov equation. The presentation by vector and matrix gives the possibility to define an implicit algorithm for computer simulations. Examples of application of this model for the calculation of the beam dynamics in the accelerators are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In the beam dynamics calculations the beam is usually described by a set of"macro"partic1es. "Macro"partic1e is an ensemble of particles for the bunch field calculation. However for the trajectory calculation, a "macro" particle becomes a single particle. The motion of the particles inside "macro" particle is not considered. Therefore, the simulation of the beams with small emittance needs a relatively large number of 'macro" particles.
There is another possibility to describe the beam by the phase distribution function f(7, 3) of particle density in the phase space of coordinates and momenta. Phase distribution function f satisfies the Vlasov equation
where normalized momentum (3) and energy (7) are used d 4 3 and 3 is the force, acting on the particles p -me. 
Presentation by Vectors and Matrices
The average coordinate and momentum of the Ensemble are described by vectors X and P. The second order mo-
are groupedin matrices {S},{L} and {T}
The determinant of the matrix {MI
is the square of the 6 dimensional normalized emittance of the Ensemble. In the case of the uncoupling motions the full emittance is the multiplication of emittance projections However, if the correlated moments appear, then the emittance projections are changed in order to keep the full emittance constant. For example, the full emittance is the difference of the positive values when the moment Msp. is excited for any Ensemble parameter p, then the full emittance is invariant.
llme Equations
2) The energy deviation in the beam is not very large and the energy can be presented in the following expanded way where ^im is the average beam energy ^im = ,/I + C [ ( P n ) 2 + ~w . P , l v n In this presentation the average velocity Z' contains additionally the momentum correlations Under these conditions the Vlasov equation gives the formula for average value
With this formula we present the time equations for moments in vector and matri? form:
Matrix {V} is the symmetric matrix of combinations of velocity pairs (wc and vk)
v.
Vector F is the normalized average force 1 me2
Matrices {F,} and IF,} are coordinate and momentum derivatives of the force
PROPERTIES OF THE ENSEMBLE

Fundamental Conservation Laws
We can check the model for realization of the dynamic laws for average values. It is easy to show, that from the presented above equations one obtains:
me2 So, the model fulfills the fundamental conservation laws for average momentum, energy and angular momentum.
Emittance Equation
We can also estimate the modification of the full emittance for the case, when the first assumption is not fulfilled. When we have only longitudinal force and transverse average momenta are zero, the model gives the following equation for longitudinal emittance When the force is F, = amc2p, (proportional to the momentum) the equation takes the form From this equation we get the exponential growth or damping of the emittance in time. The module of l / a determines the effective time and the sign of a gives the type of the force: generator ( a > 0) or friction ( a < 0). We note, that at the same time the transverse emittances are invariant
Bunch Compression in Free Space
Here we check the modification of the relativistic bunch in free space, when it has negative initial correlated momentum spread
The minimum size of the hunch is determined by the emittance and uncorrelated momentum spread
APPLICATION OF THE MODEL
The derived equations for the Ensemble parameters are nonlinear. So the numerical calculations need implicit algorithm. Nevertheless there are some analytical solutions for simple cases. We present examples of analytical and numerical solutions.
The Ensemble in an Accelerating Structure
Let the center of the bunch move with the speed equal to the phase velocity of the accelerating wave, having the phase displacement 'pa. Accelerating force is approximated by the linear part & = e + 6E (t -2 ) The model gives the following equations for M z z and Mzps 
Space Charge Effect
We use the estimation for the space charge force, derived out for the relativistic hunch of ellipse form, in the approximation of the homogenous charge density [4]
The force is linear with the distance R and inversely proportional to the effective geometrical volume V,. N is the number of particles in the hunch, TO is the radius of the electron TO = e2Jmc2, Our model gives the following equations for the trans- 
The Ensemble in the Magnetic Field
Chicane Bunch Compression
Chicane hunch compressor consists of four rectangular dipole magnets, where the hunch is deflected in transverse direction and then is forwarded hack. When the hunch gets the transverse displacement X , it also gets correlated mo- 
